Date

Time

Program

Synopsis

30/09/18 00:00:00 THE MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN

Seven gunmen in the old west gradually come together to
help a poor village against savage thieves.

01/10/18 00:50:00 YOUR MOVE

A successful New York businessman embarks on a journey to
find his family after witnessing their brutal attack and
kidnapping, and avenge the violence that befell them.

01/10/18 02:35:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

01/10/18 04:45:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

01/10/18 06:05:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

01/10/18 07:45:00 CELL

When a mysterious cell phone signal causes apocalyptic
chaos, an artist is determined to reunite with his young son in
New England.

01/10/18 09:25:00 THE ABYSS

A civilian diving team is enlisted to search for a lost nuclear
submarine and face danger while encountering an alien
aquatic species.

01/10/18 11:45:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

01/10/18 13:25:00 CURSE OF THE
MAYANS

Dr. Alan Green an american archelogist leads danielle noble
an her team of cave divers on an expedition searching the
mayan ancient records. Instead of finding glory they will find
hell hidden in the underwater caves of Xibalba.

01/10/18 14:55:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

01/10/18 17:00:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

01/10/18 19:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
01/10/18 21:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
01/10/18 23:10:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
02/10/18 01:15:00 THE THREE
MUSKETEERS

The three muketeers and a young recruit attempt to defeat an
evil royal advisor and a seductive envoy from overthrowing
France's crown.

02/10/18 03:05:00 SPY HARD

Dick Steele, Agent WD-40 is assigned by his director, to stop
the evil General Rancor from destroying the world. WD-40
teams up with the hot KGB agent Veronique Ukrinsky to find
Rancor and save the world.

02/10/18 04:30:00 EXTORTION

When a Caribbean family vacation takes a disastrous turn, a
father finds himself at the mercy of a cold-blooded fisherman,
and a desperate race against the clock to save his wife and
son.

02/10/18 06:25:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

02/10/18 08:10:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

02/10/18 09:55:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

02/10/18 12:05:00 THE ART OF WAR II: A retired film consultant is called out of retirement when his
BETRAYAL
long-time martial arts mentor is murdered.

02/10/18 13:55:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

02/10/18 15:25:00 SPY HARD

Dick Steele, Agent WD-40 is assigned by his director, to stop
the evil General Rancor from destroying the world. WD-40
teams up with the hot KGB agent Veronique Ukrinsky to find
Rancor and save the world.

02/10/18 16:50:00 FROM HELL

In Victorian Era London, a troubled clairvoyant police
detective investigates the murders by Jack The Ripper.

02/10/18 18:55:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

02/10/18 21:00:00 ARSENAL

A Southern mobster attempts to rescue his kidnapped brother.

02/10/18 22:40:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

03/10/18 00:30:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

03/10/18 02:10:00 THE REZORT

The ReZort, a safari park, offers paying guests the
opportunity to kill as many zombies as they please following
an outbreak.

03/10/18 03:45:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

03/10/18 05:05:00 THE ART OF WAR II: A retired film consultant is called out of retirement when his
BETRAYAL
long-time martial arts mentor is murdered.

03/10/18 06:55:00 CROC

The hunt is on to stop a huge man-eating crocodile terrorizing
people in a beach resort in Thailand.

03/10/18 08:25:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
03/10/18 11:00:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

03/10/18 12:40:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

03/10/18 14:10:00 THE THREE
MUSKETEERS

The three muketeers and a young recruit attempt to defeat an
evil royal advisor and a seductive envoy from overthrowing
France's crown.

03/10/18 16:00:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

03/10/18 17:20:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

03/10/18 19:05:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

03/10/18 21:00:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.
03/10/18 22:40:00 EXTORTION

When a Caribbean family vacation takes a disastrous turn, a
father finds himself at the mercy of a cold-blooded fisherman,
and a desperate race against the clock to save his wife and
son.

04/10/18 00:35:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

04/10/18 02:15:00 CROC

The hunt is on to stop a huge man-eating crocodile terrorizing
people in a beach resort in Thailand.

04/10/18 03:45:00 DOLLS

A group of people stop by a mansion during a storm and
discover two magical toy makers and their haunted collection
of dolls.

04/10/18 05:05:00 FROM HELL

In Victorian Era London, a troubled clairvoyant police
detective investigates the murders by Jack The Ripper.

04/10/18 07:05:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

04/10/18 08:45:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
04/10/18 10:45:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
04/10/18 12:55:00 SPY HARD

Dick Steele, Agent WD-40 is assigned by his director, to stop
the evil General Rancor from destroying the world. WD-40
teams up with the hot KGB agent Veronique Ukrinsky to find
Rancor and save the world.

04/10/18 14:20:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

04/10/18 16:15:00 THE AXE MURDERS
OF VILLISCA

Three outcast teenagers break into the house where the
notorious and still unsolved 1912 axe murders took place to
search for answers. Soon, they discover something far
beyond their worst fears.

04/10/18 17:40:00 THE RENDEZVOUS

RACHEL, a Jewish-American doctor, and JAKE, an ArabAmerican government bureaucrat, go on a goose chase
across the Middle East trying to solve the mysterious death of
Rachel's treasure hunting brother.

04/10/18 19:15:00 ASSASSINATION
GAMES

Two assassins agree to work together as one tries to avenge
his wife and the other collect a reward for a job.

04/10/18 21:00:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

04/10/18 22:45:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

05/10/18 00:30:00 THE THREE
MUSKETEERS

The three muketeers and a young recruit attempt to defeat an
evil royal advisor and a seductive envoy from overthrowing
France's crown.

05/10/18 02:15:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

05/10/18 03:50:00 THE AXE MURDERS
OF VILLISCA

Three outcast teenagers break into the house where the
notorious and still unsolved 1912 axe murders took place to
search for answers. Soon, they discover something far
beyond their worst fears.

05/10/18 05:10:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

05/10/18 06:50:00 THE ARCHER

Lauren Pierce, a Tri-State Archery champion, is sentenced to
a girls' reform camp after violently beating her friend's abusive
boyfriend. Next, she finds herself trapped in a corrupt and
twisted prison.

05/10/18 08:20:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

05/10/18 10:10:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

05/10/18 12:15:00 EXTORTION

When a Caribbean family vacation takes a disastrous turn, a
father finds himself at the mercy of a cold-blooded fisherman,
and a desperate race against the clock to save his wife and
son.

05/10/18 14:10:00 ARSENAL

A Southern mobster attempts to rescue his kidnapped brother.

05/10/18 15:50:00 THE THREE
MUSKETEERS

The three muketeers and a young recruit attempt to defeat an
evil royal advisor and a seductive envoy from overthrowing
France's crown.

05/10/18 17:40:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

05/10/18 19:20:00 SCORCHED EARTH

In a post-apocalyptic society, a lone bounty hunter is
presented with a chance at the bounty of a lifetime, but for the
first time she might have finally taken on more than she can
handle.

05/10/18 21:00:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

05/10/18 22:35:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.
06/10/18 00:20:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
06/10/18 02:20:00 AWOL-72

An AWOL marine in possession of secret government
information, is a wanted man, pursued by Russian special
ops, the LAPD, and a dangerous assassin.

06/10/18 03:40:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

06/10/18 05:10:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

06/10/18 06:30:00 SPY HARD

Dick Steele, Agent WD-40 is assigned by his director, to stop
the evil General Rancor from destroying the world. WD-40
teams up with the hot KGB agent Veronique Ukrinsky to find
Rancor and save the world.

06/10/18 07:55:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

06/10/18 09:50:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

06/10/18 11:30:00 THE RENDEZVOUS

RACHEL, a Jewish-American doctor, and JAKE, an ArabAmerican government bureaucrat, go on a goose chase
across the Middle East trying to solve the mysterious death of
Rachel's treasure hunting brother.

06/10/18 13:05:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

06/10/18 14:50:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

06/10/18 16:45:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE GHOST PROTOCOL

The IMF is shut down when it's implicated in the bombing of
the Kremlin, causing Ethan Hunt and his new team to go
rogue to clear their organization's name.

06/10/18 19:00:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

06/10/18 21:00:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

06/10/18 23:00:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.
07/10/18 00:40:00 ARSENAL

A Southern mobster attempts to rescue his kidnapped brother.

07/10/18 02:15:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

07/10/18 04:05:00 DOLLS

A group of people stop by a mansion during a storm and
discover two magical toy makers and their haunted collection
of dolls.

07/10/18 05:25:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

07/10/18 07:35:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

07/10/18 09:35:00 SCORCHED EARTH

In a post-apocalyptic society, a lone bounty hunter is
presented with a chance at the bounty of a lifetime, but for the
first time she might have finally taken on more than she can
handle.

07/10/18 11:15:00 FROM HELL

In Victorian Era London, a troubled clairvoyant police
detective investigates the murders by Jack The Ripper.

07/10/18 13:15:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
07/10/18 15:25:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
07/10/18 17:30:00 EXTORTION

When a Caribbean family vacation takes a disastrous turn, a
father finds himself at the mercy of a cold-blooded fisherman,
and a desperate race against the clock to save his wife and
son.

07/10/18 19:25:00 INCOMING

The international space station is now a prison - the ultimate
black site. No one's getting out. And no one knows it's there.

07/10/18 21:00:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

07/10/18 23:00:00 ASSASSINATION
GAMES

Two assassins agree to work together as one tries to avenge
his wife and the other collect a reward for a job.

08/10/18 00:40:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

08/10/18 02:00:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.

08/10/18 03:35:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

08/10/18 05:30:00 ARSENAL

A Southern mobster attempts to rescue his kidnapped brother.

08/10/18 07:10:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

08/10/18 08:55:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

08/10/18 10:55:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

08/10/18 12:45:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

08/10/18 14:40:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
08/10/18 17:15:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

08/10/18 19:15:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.
08/10/18 21:00:00 LARA CROFT TOMB
RAIDER: THE
CRADLE OF LIFE

Adventuress Lara Croft goes on a quest to save the mythical
Pandora's Box before an evil scientist and recruits a former
Marine turned mercenary to assist her.

08/10/18 23:00:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

09/10/18 00:45:00 ASSASSINATION
GAMES

Two assassins agree to work together as one tries to avenge
his wife and the other collect a reward for a job.

09/10/18 02:25:00 DEATH FIGHTER

When an American cop witnesses his mentor's murder in a
trade deal gone wrong, he finds himself on the wrong side of
the law in Thailand. But despite the bounty on his head and
pressure to leave the country, he teams up with an ex-military
mercenary out to settle a score of his own to bring the killers
09/10/18 04:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
09/10/18 06:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
09/10/18 08:10:00 INCOMING

The international space station is now a prison - the ultimate
black site. No one's getting out. And no one knows it's there.

09/10/18 09:45:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

09/10/18 11:25:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

09/10/18 13:35:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

09/10/18 15:15:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

09/10/18 17:10:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
09/10/18 19:20:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

09/10/18 21:00:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.
09/10/18 22:40:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

10/10/18 00:40:00 ZONE TROOPERS

In Italy, during World War II some American soldiers find an
alien UFO.

10/10/18 02:10:00 THE REZORT

The ReZort, a safari park, offers paying guests the
opportunity to kill as many zombies as they please following
an outbreak.

10/10/18 03:45:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

10/10/18 05:45:00 ASSASSINATION
GAMES

Two assassins agree to work together as one tries to avenge
his wife and the other collect a reward for a job.

10/10/18 07:30:00 DOG EAT DOG

Ex-cons Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired by an eccentric
mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the
abduction goes awry, the trio find themselves on the run from
the mob and the cops.

10/10/18 09:05:00 SPY HARD

Dick Steele, Agent WD-40 is assigned by his director, to stop
the evil General Rancor from destroying the world. WD-40
teams up with the hot KGB agent Veronique Ukrinsky to find
Rancor and save the world.

10/10/18 10:30:00 THE RENDEZVOUS

RACHEL, a Jewish-American doctor, and JAKE, an ArabAmerican government bureaucrat, go on a goose chase
across the Middle East trying to solve the mysterious death of
Rachel's treasure hunting brother.

10/10/18 12:05:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE GHOST PROTOCOL

The IMF is shut down when it's implicated in the bombing of
the Kremlin, causing Ethan Hunt and his new team to go
rogue to clear their organization's name.

10/10/18 14:20:00 TOMBSTONE

A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in
Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of outlaws he
was famous for eliminating.

10/10/18 16:35:00 HEREAFTER

A drama centered on three people -- a blue-collar American, a
French journalist and a London school boy -- who are touched
by death in different ways.

10/10/18 18:45:00 JOHN CARTER

Former military Captain John Carter is inexplicably
transported to Mars where he becomes a savior of the planet.

10/10/18 21:00:00 CORBIN NASH

A rogue police detective in search of his parents' killer is
murdered and reborn the ultimate killer.

10/10/18 22:35:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

11/10/18 00:30:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

11/10/18 02:20:00 AWOL-72

An AWOL marine in possession of secret government
information, is a wanted man, pursued by Russian special
ops, the LAPD, and a dangerous assassin.

11/10/18 03:40:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

11/10/18 05:20:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

11/10/18 07:10:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

11/10/18 08:50:00 VANISHED: LEFT
BEHIND - NEXT
GENERATION

When millions of people begin to disappear, Gabby, his sister,
and their other companies will have to stick together for
survival and to figure out what happened behind of an
indescribable occurence.

11/10/18 10:15:00 QUARRIES

To escape her abusive boyfriend, Kat joins a wilderness
expedition with a group of women. What was supposed to be
an opportunity for personal discovery quickly becomes a fight
for survival against a pack of predators.

11/10/18 11:40:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.
11/10/18 13:25:00 LARA CROFT TOMB
RAIDER: THE
CRADLE OF LIFE

Adventuress Lara Croft goes on a quest to save the mythical
Pandora's Box before an evil scientist and recruits a former
Marine turned mercenary to assist her.

11/10/18 15:25:00 SCORCHED EARTH

In a post-apocalyptic society, a lone bounty hunter is
presented with a chance at the bounty of a lifetime, but for the
first time she might have finally taken on more than she can
handle.

11/10/18 17:05:00 DEATH FIGHTER

When an American cop witnesses his mentor's murder in a
trade deal gone wrong, he finds himself on the wrong side of
the law in Thailand. But despite the bounty on his head and
pressure to leave the country, he teams up with an ex-military
mercenary out to settle a score of his own to bring the killers
A mild-mannered chemist and an ex-con must lead the
counterstrike when a rogue group of military men threaten a
nerve gas attack from Alcatraz against San Francisco.

11/10/18 18:40:00 THE ROCK

11/10/18 21:00:00 QUARRIES

To escape her abusive boyfriend, Kat joins a wilderness
expedition with a group of women. What was supposed to be
an opportunity for personal discovery quickly becomes a fight
for survival against a pack of predators.

11/10/18 22:25:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
12/10/18 00:25:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
12/10/18 02:30:00 TOMBSTONE

A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in
Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of outlaws he
was famous for eliminating.

12/10/18 04:40:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
12/10/18 07:15:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

12/10/18 09:10:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

12/10/18 11:05:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

12/10/18 12:50:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

12/10/18 14:50:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

12/10/18 17:00:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

12/10/18 19:00:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

12/10/18 21:00:00 SHOWDOWN IN
MANILA

A murder investigation leads Nick and Charlie to the jungle
camp of a terrorist group called The Wrath. Soon, the private
detectives assembly a team of daredevils to walk straight into
the Wrath's lair.

12/10/18 22:35:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

13/10/18 00:30:00 INCOMING

The international space station is now a prison - the ultimate
black site. No one's getting out. And no one knows it's there.

13/10/18 02:00:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.
13/10/18 03:45:00 LARA CROFT TOMB
RAIDER: THE
CRADLE OF LIFE

Adventuress Lara Croft goes on a quest to save the mythical
Pandora's Box before an evil scientist and recruits a former
Marine turned mercenary to assist her.

13/10/18 05:45:00 HEREAFTER

A drama centered on three people -- a blue-collar American, a
French journalist and a London school boy -- who are touched
by death in different ways.

13/10/18 07:55:00 ZONE TROOPERS

In Italy, during World War II some American soldiers find an
alien UFO.

13/10/18 09:25:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
13/10/18 11:35:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

13/10/18 13:35:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

13/10/18 15:40:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

13/10/18 17:20:00 DOG EAT DOG

Ex-cons Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired by an eccentric
mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the
abduction goes awry, the trio find themselves on the run from
the mob and the cops.

13/10/18 18:55:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
13/10/18 21:00:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

13/10/18 22:40:00 CORBIN NASH

A rogue police detective in search of his parents' killer is
murdered and reborn the ultimate killer.

14/10/18 00:15:00 VANISHED: LEFT
BEHIND - NEXT
GENERATION

When millions of people begin to disappear, Gabby, his sister,
and their other companies will have to stick together for
survival and to figure out what happened behind of an
indescribable occurence.

14/10/18 01:40:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

14/10/18 03:45:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

14/10/18 05:25:00 DOG EAT DOG

Ex-cons Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired by an eccentric
mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the
abduction goes awry, the trio find themselves on the run from
the mob and the cops.

14/10/18 07:00:00 DEATH FIGHTER

When an American cop witnesses his mentor's murder in a
trade deal gone wrong, he finds himself on the wrong side of
the law in Thailand. But despite the bounty on his head and
pressure to leave the country, he teams up with an ex-military
mercenary out to settle a score of his own to bring the killers
A mild-mannered chemist and an ex-con must lead the
counterstrike when a rogue group of military men threaten a
nerve gas attack from Alcatraz against San Francisco.

14/10/18 08:35:00 THE ROCK

14/10/18 10:55:00 JOHN CARTER

Former military Captain John Carter is inexplicably
transported to Mars where he becomes a savior of the planet.

14/10/18 13:10:00 HEREAFTER

A drama centered on three people -- a blue-collar American, a
French journalist and a London school boy -- who are touched
by death in different ways.

14/10/18 15:20:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.
14/10/18 17:05:00 LARA CROFT TOMB
RAIDER: THE
CRADLE OF LIFE

Adventuress Lara Croft goes on a quest to save the mythical
Pandora's Box before an evil scientist and recruits a former
Marine turned mercenary to assist her.

14/10/18 19:05:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

14/10/18 21:00:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

14/10/18 23:00:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
15/10/18 01:35:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
15/10/18 03:40:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

15/10/18 05:40:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

15/10/18 07:25:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

15/10/18 09:20:00 SPEED 2: CRUISE
CONTROL

A computer hacker breaks into the computer system of the
Seabourn Legend cruise liner and sets it speeding on a
collision course into a gigantic oil tanker.

15/10/18 11:30:00 ULTIMATE JUSTICE

When a family member of one of their own is attacked, a
team of former elite soldiers are called back into action and a
ruthless game of kill or be killed is set in motion.

15/10/18 13:05:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

15/10/18 14:40:00 TRANSFORMERS

An ancient struggle between two Cybertronian races, the
heroic Autobots and the evil Decepticons, comes to Earth,
with a clue to the ultimate power held by a teenager.

15/10/18 17:05:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

15/10/18 19:05:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

15/10/18 21:00:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

15/10/18 23:10:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

16/10/18 01:00:00 THE ROCK

A mild-mannered chemist and an ex-con must lead the
counterstrike when a rogue group of military men threaten a
nerve gas attack from Alcatraz against San Francisco.

16/10/18 03:15:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

16/10/18 05:10:00 QUARRIES

To escape her abusive boyfriend, Kat joins a wilderness
expedition with a group of women. What was supposed to be
an opportunity for personal discovery quickly becomes a fight
for survival against a pack of predators.

16/10/18 06:35:00 RECOVERY

Jessie and her friends are guided by a 'Find My iPhone' app
to recover her lost device from a house whose demented
tenants are hell bent on making her a flesh and blood
member of the family.

16/10/18 08:00:00 DOG EAT DOG

Ex-cons Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired by an eccentric
mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the
abduction goes awry, the trio find themselves on the run from
the mob and the cops.

16/10/18 09:35:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

16/10/18 11:35:00 ZONE TROOPERS

In Italy, during World War II some American soldiers find an
alien UFO.

16/10/18 13:05:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
16/10/18 15:10:00 TOMBSTONE

A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in
Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of outlaws he
was famous for eliminating.

16/10/18 17:25:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

16/10/18 19:10:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

16/10/18 21:00:00 CORBIN NASH

A rogue police detective in search of his parents' killer is
murdered and reborn the ultimate killer.

16/10/18 22:35:00 GET THE GIRL

A wealthy young man is conned into staging a fake
kidnapping in order to be a hero and win the affection of a girl
he's madly in love with.

17/10/18 00:05:00 ULTIMATE JUSTICE

When a family member of one of their own is attacked, a
team of former elite soldiers are called back into action and a
ruthless game of kill or be killed is set in motion.

17/10/18 01:40:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

17/10/18 03:20:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

17/10/18 05:10:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

17/10/18 06:40:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

17/10/18 08:40:00 YOUR MOVE

A successful New York businessman embarks on a journey to
find his family after witnessing their brutal attack and
kidnapping, and avenge the violence that befell them.

17/10/18 10:25:00 MAYHEM

A virus spreads through an office complex causing white
collar workers to act out their worst impulses.

17/10/18 11:55:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

17/10/18 13:50:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

17/10/18 15:30:00 SPEED 2: CRUISE
CONTROL

A computer hacker breaks into the computer system of the
Seabourn Legend cruise liner and sets it speeding on a
collision course into a gigantic oil tanker.

17/10/18 17:40:00 QUARRIES

To escape her abusive boyfriend, Kat joins a wilderness
expedition with a group of women. What was supposed to be
an opportunity for personal discovery quickly becomes a fight
for survival against a pack of predators.

17/10/18 19:05:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

17/10/18 21:00:00 IT CAME FROM THE
DESERT

A group of motocross competitors go to the desert for a
massive party but they’ve accidentally set up to a secret
military base which is experimenting on a horde of deadly
giant ants, resulting a battle between the bikers and bugs
ensues.
A mild-mannered chemist and an ex-con must lead the
counterstrike when a rogue group of military men threaten a
nerve gas attack from Alcatraz against San Francisco.

17/10/18 22:35:00 THE ROCK

18/10/18 00:50:00 ESCAPE ROOM

Four friends test their intelligence in a game that takes a dark
turn.

18/10/18 02:20:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

18/10/18 04:05:00 SPY HARD

Dick Steele, Agent WD-40 is assigned by his director, to stop
the evil General Rancor from destroying the world. WD-40
teams up with the hot KGB agent Veronique Ukrinsky to find
Rancor and save the world.

18/10/18 05:30:00 FROM A HOUSE ON
WILLOW STREET

After a young woman is kidnapped, her captors soon come to
realize that in fact they may be the ones in danger and this
young woman has a dark secret inside her.

18/10/18 07:00:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

18/10/18 09:10:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

18/10/18 10:55:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

18/10/18 12:45:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

18/10/18 14:45:00 HITMAN

A gun-for-hire known only as Agent 47 hired by a group
known only as 'The Organization' is ensnared in a political
conspiracy.

18/10/18 16:20:00 RECOVERY

Jessie and her friends are guided by a 'Find My iPhone' app
to recover her lost device from a house whose demented
tenants are hell bent on making her a flesh and blood
member of the family.

18/10/18 17:45:00 IT CAME FROM THE
DESERT

A group of motocross competitors go to the desert for a
massive party but they’ve accidentally set up to a secret
military base which is experimenting on a horde of deadly
giant ants, resulting a battle between the bikers and bugs
ensues.
When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

18/10/18 19:20:00 CHECK POINT

18/10/18 21:00:00 TRANSFORMERS

An ancient struggle between two Cybertronian races, the
heroic Autobots and the evil Decepticons, comes to Earth,
with a clue to the ultimate power held by a teenager.

18/10/18 23:25:00 ULTIMATE JUSTICE

When a family member of one of their own is attacked, a
team of former elite soldiers are called back into action and a
ruthless game of kill or be killed is set in motion.

19/10/18 01:00:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

19/10/18 02:55:00 SPEED 2: CRUISE
CONTROL

A computer hacker breaks into the computer system of the
Seabourn Legend cruise liner and sets it speeding on a
collision course into a gigantic oil tanker.

19/10/18 05:00:00 HITMAN

A gun-for-hire known only as Agent 47 hired by a group
known only as 'The Organization' is ensnared in a political
conspiracy.

19/10/18 06:35:00 TOMBSTONE

A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in
Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of outlaws he
was famous for eliminating.

19/10/18 08:45:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

19/10/18 10:25:00 THE ITALIAN JOB

After being betrayed and left for dead in Italy, Charlie Croker
and his team plan an elaborate gold heist against their former
ally.

19/10/18 12:20:00 YOUR MOVE

A successful New York businessman embarks on a journey to
find his family after witnessing their brutal attack and
kidnapping, and avenge the violence that befell them.

19/10/18 14:05:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

19/10/18 15:45:00 EXTORTION

When a Caribbean family vacation takes a disastrous turn, a
father finds himself at the mercy of a cold-blooded fisherman,
and a desperate race against the clock to save his wife and
son.

19/10/18 17:40:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

19/10/18 19:25:00 DRONE

Ideologies collide with fatal results when a military drone
contractor meets an enigmatic Pakistani businessman.

19/10/18 21:00:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

19/10/18 23:00:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.
20/10/18 00:40:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

20/10/18 02:25:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

20/10/18 04:20:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

20/10/18 06:00:00 ESCAPE ROOM

Four friends test their intelligence in a game that takes a dark
turn.

20/10/18 07:30:00 ULTIMATE JUSTICE

When a family member of one of their own is attacked, a
team of former elite soldiers are called back into action and a
ruthless game of kill or be killed is set in motion.

20/10/18 09:05:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

20/10/18 11:05:00 GET THE GIRL

A wealthy young man is conned into staging a fake
kidnapping in order to be a hero and win the affection of a girl
he's madly in love with.

20/10/18 12:35:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

20/10/18 14:20:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

20/10/18 16:20:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

20/10/18 17:55:00 MAYHEM

A virus spreads through an office complex causing white
collar workers to act out their worst impulses.

20/10/18 19:25:00 UNDERWORLD:
RISE OF THE
LYCANS

Set in the Dark Ages and traces the origins of the centuriesold blood feud between the aristocratic vampires & one-time
werewolf slaves, the Lycans

20/10/18 21:00:00 SPEED 2: CRUISE
CONTROL

A computer hacker breaks into the computer system of the
Seabourn Legend cruise liner and sets it speeding on a
collision course into a gigantic oil tanker.

20/10/18 23:10:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE

An American agent, Ethan Hunt under false suspicion of
disloyalty, must discover and expose the real spy without the
help of his organization.

21/10/18 01:05:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

21/10/18 02:45:00 THE ART OF WAR III: A Secret Agent must prevent North Korean terrorist from
RETRIBUTION
acquiring a nuclear device.

21/10/18 04:15:00 THE HARD CORPS

A combat vet is hired to be a bodyguard for a former boxing
champ, but complications arise when the boxer's sister falls in
love with the bodyguard.

21/10/18 06:10:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

21/10/18 07:50:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE II

A secret agent Ethan Hunt is sent to Sydney, to find and
destroy a genetically modified disease called "Chimera".

21/10/18 10:00:00 DRONE

Ideologies collide with fatal results when a military drone
contractor meets an enigmatic Pakistani businessman.

21/10/18 11:35:00 IT CAME FROM THE
DESERT

A group of motocross competitors go to the desert for a
massive party but they’ve accidentally set up to a secret
military base which is experimenting on a horde of deadly
giant ants, resulting a battle between the bikers and bugs
ensues.

21/10/18 13:10:00 TRANSFORMERS

An ancient struggle between two Cybertronian races, the
heroic Autobots and the evil Decepticons, comes to Earth,
with a clue to the ultimate power held by a teenager.

21/10/18 15:35:00 YOUR MOVE

A successful New York businessman embarks on a journey to
find his family after witnessing their brutal attack and
kidnapping, and avenge the violence that befell them.

21/10/18 17:20:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

21/10/18 19:20:00 ELIMINATORS

A former U.S. federal agent abandons the witness protection
program when his London home is invaded.

21/10/18 21:00:00 VIRAL

A young woman documents her family's new life in quarantine
and tries to protect her infected sister.

21/10/18 22:30:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

22/10/18 00:30:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

22/10/18 02:10:00 THE NIGHT
WATCHMEN

Three inept night watchmen, aided by a young rookie and a
fearless tabloid journalist, fight an epic battle for their lives
against a horde of hungry vampires.

22/10/18 03:55:00 ESCAPE ROOM

Four friends test their intelligence in a game that takes a dark
turn.

22/10/18 05:25:00 THE AXE MURDERS
OF VILLISCA

Three outcast teenagers break into the house where the
notorious and still unsolved 1912 axe murders took place to
search for answers. Soon, they discover something far
beyond their worst fears.

22/10/18 06:45:00 UNDERWORLD:
RISE OF THE
LYCANS

Set in the Dark Ages and traces the origins of the centuriesold blood feud between the aristocratic vampires & one-time
werewolf slaves, the Lycans

22/10/18 08:20:00 ELIMINATORS

A former U.S. federal agent abandons the witness protection
program when his London home is invaded.

22/10/18 10:00:00 GET THE GIRL

A wealthy young man is conned into staging a fake
kidnapping in order to be a hero and win the affection of a girl
he's madly in love with.

22/10/18 11:30:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

22/10/18 13:20:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

22/10/18 15:20:00 RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK

Archaeologist and adventurer Indiana Jones is hired by the
U.S. government to find the Ark of the Covenant in Peru
before the Nazis.

22/10/18 17:20:00 VIRAL

A young woman documents her family's new life in quarantine
and tries to protect her infected sister.

22/10/18 18:50:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

22/10/18 21:00:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE GHOST PROTOCOL

The IMF is shut down when it's implicated in the bombing of
the Kremlin, causing Ethan Hunt and his new team to go
rogue to clear their organization's name.

22/10/18 23:15:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

23/10/18 01:15:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.
23/10/18 02:55:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

23/10/18 04:15:00 THREE FUGITIVES

A reformed bank robber is taken hostage by a desperate man
during a bank hold up, but is forced to go on the run with his
captor when they're both mistakenly thought to be in cahoots.

23/10/18 05:50:00 IT CAME FROM THE
DESERT

A group of motocross competitors go to the desert for a
massive party but they’ve accidentally set up to a secret
military base which is experimenting on a horde of deadly
giant ants, resulting a battle between the bikers and bugs
ensues.
23/10/18 07:25:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
23/10/18 10:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
23/10/18 12:05:00 MAYHEM

A virus spreads through an office complex causing white
collar workers to act out their worst impulses.

23/10/18 13:35:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

23/10/18 15:35:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

23/10/18 17:15:00 YOUR MOVE

A successful New York businessman embarks on a journey to
find his family after witnessing their brutal attack and
kidnapping, and avenge the violence that befell them.

23/10/18 19:00:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

23/10/18 21:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
23/10/18 23:05:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.

24/10/18 01:15:00 KHALI THE KILLER

A retired hit man decides to take one last job to help support
his ailing grandmother's end of life care. But everything falls
apart, when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit.

24/10/18 02:45:00 CHECK POINT

When terrorist plans to take over America are discovered, a
vagrant and local sheriff will team up to protect their country.

24/10/18 04:25:00 VIRAL

A young woman documents her family's new life in quarantine
and tries to protect her infected sister.

24/10/18 05:50:00 IMPERIUM

A young FBI agent, eager to prove himself in the field, goes
undercover as a white supremacist.

24/10/18 07:35:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

24/10/18 08:55:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.
24/10/18 10:40:00 LARA CROFT TOMB
RAIDER: THE
CRADLE OF LIFE

Adventuress Lara Croft goes on a quest to save the mythical
Pandora's Box before an evil scientist and recruits a former
Marine turned mercenary to assist her.

24/10/18 12:40:00 ESCAPE ROOM

Four friends test their intelligence in a game that takes a dark
turn.

24/10/18 14:10:00 TRANSFORMERS

An ancient struggle between two Cybertronian races, the
heroic Autobots and the evil Decepticons, comes to Earth,
with a clue to the ultimate power held by a teenager.

24/10/18 16:35:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

24/10/18 17:55:00 AWOL-72

An AWOL marine in possession of secret government
information, is a wanted man, pursued by Russian special
ops, the LAPD, and a dangerous assassin.

24/10/18 19:20:00 THE MIDNIGHT MAN A girl and her friends find a game in the attic that summons a
creature known as The Midnight Man, who uses their worst
fears against them.
24/10/18 21:00:00 ANOTHER WOLFCOP Alcoholic werewolf cop Lou Garou springs into action when an
eccentric businessman with evil intentions seduces
Woodhaven's residents with a new brewery and hockey team.
24/10/18 22:25:00 ELIMINATORS

A former U.S. federal agent abandons the witness protection
program when his London home is invaded.

25/10/18 00:00:00 EXTORTION

When a Caribbean family vacation takes a disastrous turn, a
father finds himself at the mercy of a cold-blooded fisherman,
and a desperate race against the clock to save his wife and
son.

25/10/18 01:50:00 UNDERWORLD:
RISE OF THE
LYCANS

Set in the Dark Ages and traces the origins of the centuriesold blood feud between the aristocratic vampires & one-time
werewolf slaves, the Lycans

25/10/18 03:25:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

25/10/18 04:45:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
25/10/18 06:50:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
25/10/18 09:00:00 XXX: THE NEXT
LEVEL

Darius Stone, a new agent in the XXX program, is sent to
Washington, DC to defuse a power struggle amongst national
leaders.

25/10/18 10:45:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

25/10/18 12:55:00 THE ARCHER

Lauren Pierce, a Tri-State Archery champion, is sentenced to
a girls' reform camp after violently beating her friend's abusive
boyfriend. Next, she finds herself trapped in a corrupt and
twisted prison.

25/10/18 14:25:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

25/10/18 16:05:00 ANOTHER WOLFCOP Alcoholic werewolf cop Lou Garou springs into action when an
eccentric businessman with evil intentions seduces
Woodhaven's residents with a new brewery and hockey team.
25/10/18 17:30:00 DRONE

Ideologies collide with fatal results when a military drone
contractor meets an enigmatic Pakistani businessman.

25/10/18 19:05:00 THE HARD CORPS

A combat vet is hired to be a bodyguard for a former boxing
champ, but complications arise when the boxer's sister falls in
love with the bodyguard.

25/10/18 21:00:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

25/10/18 23:00:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
26/10/18 01:05:00 FROM A HOUSE ON
WILLOW STREET

After a young woman is kidnapped, her captors soon come to
realize that in fact they may be the ones in danger and this
young woman has a dark secret inside her.

26/10/18 02:35:00 THE REZORT

The ReZort, a safari park, offers paying guests the
opportunity to kill as many zombies as they please following
an outbreak.

26/10/18 04:10:00 ELIMINATORS

A former U.S. federal agent abandons the witness protection
program when his London home is invaded.

26/10/18 05:45:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

26/10/18 07:40:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

26/10/18 09:25:00 KHALI THE KILLER

A retired hit man decides to take one last job to help support
his ailing grandmother's end of life care. But everything falls
apart, when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit.

26/10/18 11:00:00 MAYHEM

A virus spreads through an office complex causing white
collar workers to act out their worst impulses.

26/10/18 12:30:00 THE RECALL

When five friends vacation at a remote lake house they
expect nothing less than a good time, unaware that planet
Earth is under an alien invasion and mass-abduction.

26/10/18 14:05:00 AWOL-72

An AWOL marine in possession of secret government
information, is a wanted man, pursued by Russian special
ops, the LAPD, and a dangerous assassin.

26/10/18 15:30:00 BLACKMARK

1963 Military Industrialist Arthur Blackmark must race against
the clock to stop an international incident which threatens to
end the world.

26/10/18 17:10:00 UNDERWORLD:
RISE OF THE
LYCANS

Set in the Dark Ages and traces the origins of the centuriesold blood feud between the aristocratic vampires & one-time
werewolf slaves, the Lycans

26/10/18 18:45:00 JOHN CARTER

Former military Captain John Carter is inexplicably
transported to Mars where he becomes a savior of the planet.

26/10/18 21:00:00 VIRAL

A young woman documents her family's new life in quarantine
and tries to protect her infected sister.

26/10/18 22:30:00 CORBIN NASH

A rogue police detective in search of his parents' killer is
murdered and reborn the ultimate killer.

27/10/18 00:05:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

27/10/18 02:10:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE GHOST PROTOCOL

The IMF is shut down when it's implicated in the bombing of
the Kremlin, causing Ethan Hunt and his new team to go
rogue to clear their organization's name.

27/10/18 04:20:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

27/10/18 05:55:00 INDIANA JONES AND Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he
THE KINGDOM OF
becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the secret
THE CRYSTAL SKULL behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.
27/10/18 08:00:00 BLACKMARK

1963 Military Industrialist Arthur Blackmark must race against
the clock to stop an international incident which threatens to
end the world.

27/10/18 09:35:00 WAR OF THE
WORLDS

A once-estranged father fights for the survival of his family in
the midst of an alien invasion.

27/10/18 11:35:00 THE HARD CORPS

A combat vet is hired to be a bodyguard for a former boxing
champ, but complications arise when the boxer's sister falls in
love with the bodyguard.

27/10/18 13:30:00 VIRAL

A young woman documents her family's new life in quarantine
and tries to protect her infected sister.

27/10/18 15:00:00 ELIMINATORS

A former U.S. federal agent abandons the witness protection
program when his London home is invaded.

27/10/18 16:40:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
27/10/18 19:15:00 XXX: THE NEXT
LEVEL

Darius Stone, a new agent in the XXX program, is sent to
Washington, DC to defuse a power struggle amongst national
leaders.

27/10/18 21:00:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

27/10/18 22:40:00 LARA CROFT: TOMB Video game adventuress Lara Croft comes to life in a movie
RAIDER
where she races against time and villains to recover powerful
ancient artifacts.

28/10/18 00:25:00 LARA CROFT TOMB
RAIDER: THE
CRADLE OF LIFE

Adventuress Lara Croft goes on a quest to save the mythical
Pandora's Box before an evil scientist and recruits a former
Marine turned mercenary to assist her.

28/10/18 02:25:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

28/10/18 04:25:00 ANOTHER WOLFCOP Alcoholic werewolf cop Lou Garou springs into action when an
eccentric businessman with evil intentions seduces
Woodhaven's residents with a new brewery and hockey team.
28/10/18 05:50:00 THE ARCHER

Lauren Pierce, a Tri-State Archery champion, is sentenced to
a girls' reform camp after violently beating her friend's abusive
boyfriend. Next, she finds herself trapped in a corrupt and
twisted prison.

28/10/18 07:20:00 THE AXE MURDERS
OF VILLISCA

Three outcast teenagers break into the house where the
notorious and still unsolved 1912 axe murders took place to
search for answers. Soon, they discover something far
beyond their worst fears.

28/10/18 08:45:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
28/10/18 10:50:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
28/10/18 13:00:00 KHALI THE KILLER

A retired hit man decides to take one last job to help support
his ailing grandmother's end of life care. But everything falls
apart, when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit.

28/10/18 14:35:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE III

Agent Ethan Hunt comes into conflict with a dangerous and
sadistic arms dealer who threatens his life and his fianceé in
response.

28/10/18 16:45:00 MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE GHOST PROTOCOL

The IMF is shut down when it's implicated in the bombing of
the Kremlin, causing Ethan Hunt and his new team to go
rogue to clear their organization's name.

28/10/18 19:00:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

28/10/18 21:00:00 DARKNESS REIGNS

A film crew is ravaged by a demon, who is hell bent on
cashing in on a deal he made with someone on set who was
seeking fame and fortune.

28/10/18 22:20:00 TRANSFORMERS

An ancient struggle between two Cybertronian races, the
heroic Autobots and the evil Decepticons, comes to Earth,
with a clue to the ultimate power held by a teenager.

29/10/18 00:45:00 VANISHED: LEFT
BEHIND - NEXT
GENERATION

When millions of people begin to disappear, Gabby, his sister,
and their other companies will have to stick together for
survival and to figure out what happened behind of an
indescribable occurence.

29/10/18 02:10:00 THE REZORT

The ReZort, a safari park, offers paying guests the
opportunity to kill as many zombies as they please following
an outbreak.

29/10/18 03:45:00 INDIANA JONES AND After arriving in India, Indiana Jones is asked by a desperate
THE TEMPLE OF
village to find a mystical stone.
DOOM
29/10/18 05:45:00 INDIANA JONES AND When Dr. Henry Jones Sr. suddenly goes missing, Indiana
THE LAST CRUSADE Jones must follow in his father's footsteps to stop the Nazis
from getting their hands on the Holy Grail first.
29/10/18 07:55:00 IT CAME FROM THE
DESERT

A group of motocross competitors go to the desert for a
massive party but they’ve accidentally set up to a secret
military base which is experimenting on a horde of deadly
giant ants, resulting a battle between the bikers and bugs
ensues.
29/10/18 09:30:00 ANOTHER WOLFCOP Alcoholic werewolf cop Lou Garou springs into action when an
eccentric businessman with evil intentions seduces
Woodhaven's residents with a new brewery and hockey team.
29/10/18 10:55:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

29/10/18 12:35:00 XXX: THE NEXT
LEVEL

Darius Stone, a new agent in the XXX program, is sent to
Washington, DC to defuse a power struggle amongst national
leaders.

29/10/18 14:20:00 THE RECALL

When five friends vacation at a remote lake house they
expect nothing less than a good time, unaware that planet
Earth is under an alien invasion and mass-abduction.

29/10/18 15:55:00 TRANSFORMERS

An ancient struggle between two Cybertronian races, the
heroic Autobots and the evil Decepticons, comes to Earth,
with a clue to the ultimate power held by a teenager.

29/10/18 18:20:00 TRANSFORMERS:
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on
DARK OF THE MOON the moon, and race against the Decepticons to reach it and to
learn its secrets.
29/10/18 21:00:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane traverses the
world in a race against time to stop the Zombie pandemic that
is toppling armies and governments, and threatening to
destroy humanity itself.

29/10/18 23:00:00 GONE IN SIXTY
SECONDS

A retired master car thief must come back to the industry and
steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to save his brother's
life.

30/10/18 01:00:00 CORBIN NASH

A rogue police detective in search of his parents' killer is
murdered and reborn the ultimate killer.

30/10/18 02:35:00 DARKNESS REIGNS

A film crew is ravaged by a demon, who is hell bent on
cashing in on a deal he made with someone on set who was
seeking fame and fortune.

30/10/18 03:55:00 VIRAL

A young woman documents her family's new life in quarantine
and tries to protect her infected sister.

30/10/18 05:25:00 KHALI THE KILLER

A retired hit man decides to take one last job to help support
his ailing grandmother's end of life care. But everything falls
apart, when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit.

30/10/18 07:00:00 THE RECALL

When five friends vacation at a remote lake house they
expect nothing less than a good time, unaware that planet
Earth is under an alien invasion and mass-abduction.

30/10/18 08:35:00 AWOL-72

An AWOL marine in possession of secret government
information, is a wanted man, pursued by Russian special
ops, the LAPD, and a dangerous assassin.

30/10/18 10:00:00 TOMBSTONE

A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in
Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of outlaws he
was famous for eliminating.

30/10/18 12:15:00 VANISHED: LEFT
BEHIND - NEXT
GENERATION

When millions of people begin to disappear, Gabby, his sister,
and their other companies will have to stick together for
survival and to figure out what happened behind of an
indescribable occurence.

30/10/18 13:40:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

30/10/18 15:40:00 THE ARCHER

Lauren Pierce, a Tri-State Archery champion, is sentenced to
a girls' reform camp after violently beating her friend's abusive
boyfriend. Next, she finds herself trapped in a corrupt and
twisted prison.

30/10/18 17:10:00 BLACKMARK

1963 Military Industrialist Arthur Blackmark must race against
the clock to stop an international incident which threatens to
end the world.

30/10/18 18:50:00 HEREAFTER

A drama centered on three people -- a blue-collar American, a
French journalist and a London school boy -- who are touched
by death in different ways.

30/10/18 21:00:00 KHALI THE KILLER

A retired hit man decides to take one last job to help support
his ailing grandmother's end of life care. But everything falls
apart, when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit.

30/10/18 22:35:00 ANOTHER WOLFCOP Alcoholic werewolf cop Lou Garou springs into action when an
eccentric businessman with evil intentions seduces
Woodhaven's residents with a new brewery and hockey team.
31/10/18 00:00:00 IT CAME FROM THE
DESERT

31/10/18 01:35:00 FROM A HOUSE ON
WILLOW STREET

A group of motocross competitors go to the desert for a
massive party but they’ve accidentally set up to a secret
military base which is experimenting on a horde of deadly
giant ants, resulting a battle between the bikers and bugs
ensues.
After a young woman is kidnapped, her captors soon come to
realize that in fact they may be the ones in danger and this
young woman has a dark secret inside her.

31/10/18 03:05:00 CONTAINMENT

When residents in an apartment building awake to find their
doors and windows completely sealed shut, they soon
discover the real danger is sealed inside with them.

31/10/18 04:25:00 MISSION TO MARS

A rescue mission is launched to investigate a mission to mars
that ended in catastrophe and mysterious disaster.

31/10/18 06:20:00 BLACKMARK

1963 Military Industrialist Arthur Blackmark must race against
the clock to stop an international incident which threatens to
end the world.

31/10/18 07:55:00 THE ARCHER

Lauren Pierce, a Tri-State Archery champion, is sentenced to
a girls' reform camp after violently beating her friend's abusive
boyfriend. Next, she finds herself trapped in a corrupt and
twisted prison.

31/10/18 09:25:00 KILLING SALAZAR

An elite group of DEA agents are assigned to protect a
dangerous drug lord in a luxury hotel but was caught in an
ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an
explosive assault.

31/10/18 11:10:00 NERVE

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online
game of truth or dare, where her every move starts to become
manipulated by an anonymous community of "watchers."

31/10/18 12:50:00 XXX: THE NEXT
LEVEL

Darius Stone, a new agent in the XXX program, is sent to
Washington, DC to defuse a power struggle amongst national
leaders.

31/10/18 14:35:00 ANACONDA

A documentary film crew strays into dangerous territory when
it takes on a passenger obsessed with exploring the habitat of
the world's largest snake.

31/10/18 16:10:00 ANACONDAS: THE
HUNT FOR THE
BLOOD ORCHID

A scientific expedition sets out for Borneo to seek a rare
flower called the Blood Orchid but winds up running afoul of
snakes and each other.

31/10/18 17:50:00 JERUZALEM

When a couple of American young adults fly to Israel to visit
the city of Jerusalem, a biblical nightmare falls upon the city.

31/10/18 19:25:00 THE REZORT

The ReZort, a safari park, offers paying guests the
opportunity to kill as many zombies as they please following
an outbreak.

31/10/18 21:00:00 THE LODGERS

A family curse confines orphaned twins Rachel and Edward to
their home as punishment for their ancestors’ sins. The twins
must follow three rules and breaking any of these rules will
incur the wrath of a sinister presence that inhabits the house
after midnight.
When five friends vacation at a remote lake house they
expect nothing less than a good time, unaware that planet
Earth is under an alien invasion and mass-abduction.

31/10/18 22:35:00 THE RECALL

